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KEY FEATURES

Some of the key features of the Maxava HA Suite include;

Maxava HA Product Features DATA STREAM SMB ENTERPRISE+

Data replication * * *

Object replication (Over 50 different types) * *

DTAARA / DTAQ * * *

User profile replication * *

Spool file replication * *

Dynamic database management * *

Library replication * *

Save-while-active * *

Block level data audit * *

Block level data refresh * *

IFS replication * *

MQ Series replication *

QDLS Replication *

Command Scripting Function *

maxView Lite *

maxView Monitor *

maxView Manager *

Concurrent apply processes VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED

Select / Omit * *

Library redirection * * *

Role swap / Fail over * *

Simulated role swap *

Library management function *

Graphical command centre * * *

GUI journal management * * *

Right click resynch on GUI * *

Green screen menu * * *

Patrolmax monitoring * *

Property file * *

Auditing tool * *

ASP & IASP support * * *

Maxava HA is implemented by certified technicians and can be delivered remotely or with on-site support as required.

Contact us today to discuss your specific business and technical requirements.



High Performance Replication 
 � Uses 100% native IBM i Remote Journaling for 

highly efficient replication that reduces the load 
on the production server

 � Unlimited concurrent apply processes easily 
process high transaction volumes and minimize 
replication latency

Always Role Swap Ready 
 � Easily see the replication synchronization status 

via the GUI or green screen interfaces 

 � Constant data checking ensures data integrity

 � Self-healing technology detects  
and fixes issues automatically

Simple to Use 
 � Intuitive GUI and green screen facilitates daily 

management in minutes

 � Remote or on-site installation saves time and 
costs

 � Mobile device support allows you to monitor 
your HA Solution from anywhere

Maxava offers High Availability software that uses the full native functionality of the IBM i operating system. Maxava HA 
Suite provides real-time replication, unlimited concurrent apply processes, constant data checking and an easy to use 
GUI and mobile monitoring system.

Whether you operate a Fortune 500 enterprise or a small business, whether you are ensuring business continuity for 
packaged or home-developed IBM i applications, Maxava has a solution for you. Cost effective and scalable, the Maxava 
HA Suite provides the highest levels of usability, performance and readiness.

Maxava produces the world’s premier business continuity and replication products 
for IBM i. Our performance levels have been proven in the toughest environments 
for the most demanding clients. 

Maxava supports a global client base directly and via a network of strategic 
alliances and partnerships. Maxava is dedicated to IBM i, and focused on 
delivering the highest service levels to IBM i customers across all major industries.

Bendon
Revlon
Walkers Shortbread
Bentley Motors
Government of Gibraltar

Some of our customers Industries we serve

Murco Petroleum
Nintendo of Europe
CSCS 
KSB Hospital
ND Logistics

Banking
Construction
Government
Healthcare
Insurance

Logistics
Manufacturing
Retail
Transportation
Telecommunications

Westpac
Weidenhammer
QBE
Glen Dimplex
Commonwealth Bank

Maxava HA SMB provides cost effective 
High Availability to protect your IBM i 
business critical applications and data. 
It incorporates advanced autonomics, 
and offers enhanced auditing and user 
administration tools.

maxView delivers a smart and easy way 
to monitor your Maxava HA environment 
and allows you to easily check relevant 
IBM i system resources from any web 
ready device.

Focus on your core activities and leave 
your disaster recovery to the experts.  In 
partnership with carefully selected data 
center providers, Maxava HA products are 
also available as part of a disaster recovery 
solution for an inclusive and affordable 
monthly fee.  www.maxavacloud.com 
explains this option further.

maxView  
MANAGER, MONITOR, LITE

MAxAVA IN ThE CLOud

Maxava HA Enterprise+ delivers the 
most comprehensive high availability 
and disaster recovery readiness for an 
IBM i application. Enterprise+ includes 
all the functionality of the SMB version 
with enhanced replication and monitoring 
tools necessary for more complex 
environments.

Maxava HA Data Stream is a highly 
efficient data replication solution that 
ensures business critical data is backed 
up in real time and fully recoverable.
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Maxava hA provides us with two significant benefits 
- disaster recovery capabilities and uptime.”
david Ginn, KSB hospital
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